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First Place Poetry 
Samantha Dunaway 
Oracles 
Tonight I came alone. 
Dressed in laundromat uniform, 
ponytail and unmatched socks, 
and armed with the newest detergents 
I attacked the pile only because 
it was all finally dirty. 
Beeps and hums were the only sounds for a while. 
People stared into the machines 
as if the secrets of the world could be read 
in the confusion of clothing whirling by. 
The girl across the room was auditioning 
for the role of wife, carefully folding 
his gray underwear into perfect triangles 
splaying her perfect pink fingernails wide, 
when the steadiness of the sounds was broken 
by the man in the back launching his Sunday night tirade. 
He paced between three dryers, each rolling 
one sock in waves and dips, an unlikely acrobat, 
as he beat his arms back and forth and mumbled 
so that the only words to come through were curses. 
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The woman with the bruise amplified 
by blue eye shadow moved toward him 
but stopped, glancing at the clock above the door 
and twisting her wedding ring. The quiet man with glasses 
looked up from his book, faintly annoyed 
by the disruption. The girl moved to the window 
to watch the cars, too. I turned on my headphones. 
We would all pretend he wasn't there. 
Closing my eyes, I leaned my chair back, 
feet propped up against the dryer 
to feel it shake my calves and thighs. 
Halfway through a song, it stopped. 
I pulled out our jeans, and, on tip-toe, 
checked the dryer for anything left behind. 
In the bottom, there was a piece of folded paper, 
half torn, ink faded in irregular patterns of blue, 
burnt brown in places, crisp as a tortilla. 
His list of what to take with him. 
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Honorable Mention Poetry 
Samantha Dunaway 
Other Half 
His face was hidden by the blue half moon bill 
of a ball cap that read BIRTHDAY BOY 
in white bubble letters. He turned the leaves 
of the album, dead arm dropped on the edge 
to hold the book on the bed tray. Lips, 
frozen in that half smile, moved 
like he wanted to speak but had forgotten 
what to say. He looked at me, or through me 
with green eyes clouded with cataracts like mold 
and touched yellowed fingertips to a picture 
of her in uniform, white from cap to shoes, like me. 
She is smiling wide at the photographer 
as she pushes a wheelchair holding a man 
grown too small for his uniform. Dotty 
he said, voice cracked from emotion or disuse, 
then fell back into his pillow as if from a great height. 
In the quiet, I cleared my throat. 
It startled his eyes open and whatever 
it was that I thought I could say, 
however I thought I could make it better 
stopped at the back of my throat, held there 





Sunlight scalds sleepy eyes 
so I walk with head bowed 
as if in prayer, a nun 
with a journal for a Bible 
watching my feet slide 
over concrete, rasping 
like a smoker's voice 
and lifting to land 
back on the sidewalk crack 
as a tightrope walker 
finds the wire to keep from falling. 
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Samantha Dunaway 
It's Not Raining, and We're Not Fighting. 
We're talking lottery again-
the big what-if game-
as we drive down the road 
trying to feed each other cheese 
and bread torn from the loaf 
without letting go our fingers 
joined over the gearshift. 
Leaning back in the seat, 
I look at the clouds so still, so pink, 
they seem painted by Hollywood. 
We're only driving home 
but it feels like we're going 
to the ends of the earth 
all on a quarter tank of gas 
in our gun-metal gray Honda 
with broken air conditioning. 
He hums Paul Simon 
under his breath, drumming 
his thumbs on the steering wheel, 
in patterns of four and eight 
and I let my head fall to the side 
so he peeks under my sunglasses 
to see if I am sleeping. Today 
none of our dreams feel false. 
Today I can believe them all. 
I can believe we will not stop, 
that we will keep going, 
and that we will get there. 
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First Prize Fiction 
George Barnette 
South Georgia 
My sister was two hours late getting to the small, tilted farm house 
where I lived. When she finally pulled in her and Kevin were both 
laughing strangely although their eyes were puffy from crying. They had 
gotten lost and when Sally started crying her son had cried too. Sally has 
always been easily brought to tears. 
We loaded my stuff into her car and left for Valdosta, Georgia then. It 
was a seven hundred mile trip and we figured we'd get to Dad's by seven 
or eight the next morning. I drove through the night, eating the white-
crosses that I got from a friend and I had no trouble staying awake. 
Sally slept reclined in the passenger seat and Kevin was laid out in the 
rear so that their heads shared the pillow back there. She would sit up 
suddenly every so often and ask if I was alright. "It felt like we were going 
off the road or something." 
I told her to lay down. I said, 'We're doing fine Sally, almost to 
Chattanooga. I'm fine." 
The black hills rose on each side of us as we sped through the fog and 
the night. We were contained along this road by high cement walls so that 
straight ahead and up were the only directions to see. My sister and her 
son slept on until the sun came up and I pulled over for gas. 
'When are we going to get to Grandpa's, Uncle Nick? Are we in 
Georgia yet?" 
'We're almost there," Sally said, "Just a couple more hours now." She 
had washed all of the windows with the squeegee, even the small ones of 
the back seat. 
"Are we ready then?" I asked. "Let's get there, I say." Kevin said, 
''Yeah let's get there," and we got back on the Interstate, all awake and a 
little excited to almost be back to the place where the three of us had been 
born. 
My dad and his third wife, Dottie, were awake and waiting when we 
pulled into the driveway. I saw my dad there pacing with a cigarette on 
the front porch. His expression did not change. 
Kevin ran to Dad and was lifted in a hug. Me and Sally stood waiting 
until Dottie came out and Sally went around and hugged her. Dad 
swaggered some when he let Kevin down and said, "Hey boy," with his 
booming deep voice, "Come give your old daddy a hug." 
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We sat in the living room and talked to Dottie and sometimes Dad 
when he came through there walking. He turned and stood a minute each 
time he got to where we sat and asked questions that we'd answered 
several times already. Satisfied he'd walk back through the hall and out 
the front door only to come right back in and run the circuit again. The 
carpet showed this habit. 
Dottie had Kevin in her lap and her poodle jumped up and sat on him. 
Dottie said, "Get down, Jacque," and Kevin followed the dog, lightly 
slapping at it as they both ran out the back door. 
Dad made a drink in the kitchen and I got myself one too. He said, 
"Son would you please stay out of my goddamned liquor this time." I said 
I would as the whiskey shrunk the ice in my glass. 
I said, "A little coke on top for color, right?" 
''Yes, that's right." He stood staring at me glassy-eyed and Dottie said 
that it was awful early for that stuff. Dad was walking toward the front 
door as I followed. "Yes it is," he said, "It's very early. We should fish 
today I think." 
Dottie said that we looked wore out and got Sally and Kevin into hot 
baths and then to bed. Me and Dad said we'd be back in a few hours and 
took his small truck with grandpa'S boat in the bed toward the Florida line 
and across into Madison County. 
We drove the dirt roads, Dad knew them all and said it was faster that 
way as well. The cane poles rattled in the back each time we hit the bumpy 
ripples in the road that were cut by the wind and water. The sky was 
bright and tracks of shadow from roadside trees whizzed off the dash and 
through us it seemed. We drank cold beer and sang some of the way with 
Dad singing even the instrumental parts, "Baum-bah-dah-dum-- dah-
dah-dum--dah-dum. " 
We turned in at the driveway of an old house surrounded by shrubs. 
Dad said those people were distant cousins of ours, but he didn't really 
know them. Their driveway branched into another dirt road, a narrow 
lane cut out of the thick pines. Dad smacked one of the side mirrors on a 
tree and said nothing. The road ended at the waters of Boo's Lake and we 
stopped there and sat a minute looking out at the ghostly cypress stick-
ups, the tea-colored water. 
Dad sat at the back of the boat with the paddle in hand and I walked 
us out a few feet and jumped in, my toes dripping the black gunk from the 
bottom. He held a cigarette in his lips and rowed us out across the middle 
of the lake. I was facing him and he asked if I remembered the time he 
netted that alligator when we lived at the house on Horse Locks Lake. 
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"Yeah I remember that," I was swishing my toes in the water. 
"Remember the howling at night? You told me it was the alligator." 
I remembered the picture of a gator in the A encyclopedia and how I had 
always thought about that alligator howling. 
'Well hell no I don't remember it howling, Nick. Alligators do not 
howl son." He stopped paddling and we drifted. He brought out the 
plastic cups that he'd bought, gr~bbed some ice from the cooler and pulled 
the bottle from beneath the middle seat. I asked if he was going to share 
that and he told me that the beer was mine. "50 stay out of my liquor now, 
you hear?" , 
'Whatever," I said. 'Will you pass me a beer then, it's getting hot out 
here." He passed me two and said not to bother him fqr awhile because I 
wouldn't catch anything if all I did was drink. 
Dad paddled us into a small cove where the stick-ups were thick and 
stood high up above like rotten steeples. I caught a good hand-sized blue 
gill right away and Dad said it was luck pure and simple. A minute later, 
he caught a slightly smaller blue gill and then we started pulling them in 
steadily. 
The live-well under the middle seat was knocking. I got down into the 
floor of the boat and hung my legs out the side, let my head rest back. I 
could reach the cooler and so helped myself to the beer and Dad didn't 
give any fight. It kept getting harder for him to take the fish off the hook 
and he had taken to dangling it in front of me to get the fish for him. 
We drifted away a little from the hole of blue gill we'd been over, the 
sun had fallen half way down the sky. The tops of my ears were 
sunburned and the trees on the near bank, draped in Spanish moss, 
cooled me some. I splashed some water on the back of my neck and in my 
face. My eyes were laid shut and my line was slack. I was close to dozing 
off, the warm, orange glow I saw had given way to a vision of the 
interstate, white lines shooting by and I heard myself begin to snore. I 
almost could not remember where I was until I heard Dad snort and cuss 
the fish. A sticky wetness grazed my face and I looked to see Dad trying to 
get his fish in front of me. Bleary eyed, I reached for it swinging by and 
grabbed hold of the fin. 
I said, "Shit," and let it go. "Give me your pole, Dad." But he was not 
listening. He spun it full out on the line above his head and slammed it 
down against the water. 
"I'll get this stupid goddamn thing off my line!" His face was red as a 
worm. He smacked the fish from side to side, it went "thwack" and sent a 
splash. Then he zinged it through the air, made it go thwack again and 
splash. The fish stayed snagged for several slappings, then flew up on the 
bank and out of sight in the weeds. Dad said, ''There then you little son of 
a bitch. Paddle us back out boy, I want to do some casting." 
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Dad casted far away from the boat and into a dense stand of lily-pads. 
"Dag gummit, I'm hung-up on something or other over there. Paddle us 
over." 
I began to take us that way and Dad was pouring himself a drink He 
said, "Son would you hold on a minute. I can't reel and pour at the same 
time." The plastic cup shot full of bourbon, he splashed some cola on top. 
When we were only a boat length away, Dad started jerking the tight 
line. He pulled to each side and then straight back over his head. The line 
broke and I said, "You lost your jig, Dad. We were almost on it. Why didn't 
you just wait a minute?" 
"I can see it!" He pointed and began to lean out and reach. I took us 
closer and could not see anything. "That's it, a little closer, closer. I've got 
it!" he said, and splashed out of the boat, sloshing down lily-pads in his 
grip, one leg hanging inside the boat. 
"Help me up, son, hurry goddam .... " his words were sucked under the 
water. I couldn't stop myself from laughing. I crawled over to his seat and 
reached him a hand, sipping the fishy remnant of his highball. He tugged 
on me like he wanted to pull me in with him so I shook loose his hand and 
threw his leg out too. 
The water was up to his neck, but he was standing. He grabbed the rim 
of the boat and rocked it down till it dipped up a big load of water. I was 
leaning on the other side trying to keep the boat level and he let go then 
sending me into the lake. 
He said, ''You think that's funny don't you boy? I'll show you who's 
funny when I leave your ass out here." He was trying to climb in, but the 
water was pouring in ahead of him and the boat was sinking. 
He gave up on getting in and grabbed his floating bottle from the boat. 
Wernet around the front and I grabbed the rope and started pulling it 
toward the bank Dad began a wheezing laugh and coughed up some 
phlegm. He offered me the bottle and I took a drink and handed it back 
''You got a cigarette?" 
He broke out laughing again as he walked beside me, one arm 
hanging on the rope I pulled. "I think they're all wet," he said and he 
laughed and sucked the air for breath all the way back to the bank 
I pulled the boat up on land a foot or two and Dad got to the side and 
heaved it over, spilling out beer cans, seat cushions and fish. Most of the 
fish swam off as we scrambled for them, but a few were left floating and 
lifeless. Dad said, "Let's load this thing up and get out of here," he cradled 
the dead fish in the front of his shirt, "I need some cigarettes and a drink" 
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Dad was leaned over in the middle of the seat, sleeping with his hands 
tucked down between his legs. His head almost touched my shoulder as 
he bobbed up and down with the rocking of the truck and his glasses were 
close to slipping off the end of his nose. 
I couldn't remember what roads to take for sure, and for the first time 
that day, I wished Sally was with us to help me find my way. I asked Dad 
at the first crossroads I had doubts about, but he wouldn't corne to enough 
to answer. He only said, "Yes exactly. I think we're in good hands then, 
hrnm thank you very much." Then he was out again. 
Millions of pine trees in straight lines, on either side of the road, reeled 
by in an almost blur and I had to shake myself awake from the nodding it 
caused me. I was driving alright with the pain from behind my eyes 
keeping me sharply awake, except for the lure of those trees flashing by, 
hundred foot hypnotists begging me to look and to sleep. 
We were several miles down a road numbered 901 and I had started 
shaking Dad. I had him by the shoulder and shook until his glasses fell in 
the floorboard. He slept on. 
I hollered for him to wake the fuck up and help me get to the house. I 
yelled it over at him to wake up and help, and then I saw up ahead a road 
sign, we got closer and it did say, Valdosta, five miles and an arrow 
pointing east. 
Dottie said, ''What color do I look Ken?" She was piling spaghetti on 
plates for us all and Dad was ordering his parmesian cheese. Kevin sat 
waiting for his plate, big-eyed as he held Dottie's poodle in his lap. Jacque 
moved around uneasily on Kevin and Sally got up to get dad his cheese. 
Kevin tossed Jacque out across the dining room and the dog jumped, 
streaming a small amount of piss along the carpet to where he landed. He 
laid down on the couch and watched us sadly, his fluffy white face resting 
on front paws. 
We each had a bowl with peaches at the bottom, covered partly with 
lettuce and cottage cheese topping it off. I had never seen this before. Sally 
was eating the peaches first. "So where's all the fish, Nick, Dad?" 
''We threw them all back, or at least Dad threw them all back. It was 
rough out there." Dad grunted his agreement and told Dottie he needed 
more tea. 
Dottie was in the kitchen and had asked us all if we needed anything 
more. Sally said, "Kevin caught a fish the other day. Tell Grandpa what 
kind of fish you caught right before we left. Do you remember what name 
it had?" 
"A catfish!" Kevin said. "It was this long Grandpa." He held his hands 
far apart and worked them closer together as Dad looked up with no 
recognition of what had been told. 
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''What?'' He squinned some like he couldn't get comfortable and said, 
"Dottie, are you going to bring the tea in here or not?" 
I was looking at Kevin and said, "Kevin caught a big old catfish up in 
Kentucky, just a day or two ago." 
''Well, you did better than me and your uncle did then. Nick slept half 
the day and then got us turned over and lost the damn fish." 
Dottie said, "Yeah Ken, I'll bet it was Nick's fault. You were probably 
so drunk that you turned the boat over. He probably kept you from 
drowning. " 
"No! That boy slept more than anything else, and I did the work." He 
was talking into his empty glass, pushing out and sucking in his upper 
bridge work. 
''Well it's no wonder Ken. He drove all night and then you drag him 
out fishing. I'd say he's give out." 
Kevin's plate was half empty and he was getting up from the table. He 
asked, "Can I be excused?" 
Dad said, ''Yes you may." 
After supper Dad disappeared into his and Dottie's bedroom for a 
while. I took a shower and laid down until I felt my whole body being 
shaken awake by Dad, mouthwash strong on his breath. 
He said, ''Your presence is requested at the Monopoly board, right 
now." He had turned on the light and sat for a minute on the side of the 
bed, waiting. 
I stumbled into the living room and said, "Okay; I'm up, I'll play." 
Dottie and Sally both sat in the glow of a table lamp, they stared at the 
television and did not reply. Kevin was laying across Sally, his eyes heavy 
and half shut. Dad was mixing a drink. He was loudly digging around for . 
ice, and he set out a bottle from the cabinet with a ringing slam. 
''Well, Dad got me up. Is anybody going to play?" 
"I already told him that I wouldn't play that game with him. Your 
daddy is like a spoiled baby in a game." 
Sally kept her eyes on the television. "I don't want to play." 
The front door shut and Dottie said that Dad had gone outside to pout. 
I went out and took the seat that faced my father, reaching to him with two 
fingers for a cigarette. He shook me one out and said, "Y ou shouldn't 
smoke cigarettes, son." 
"Yeah," I said. "Think we ought to do something with those dead fish 
in the truck? I mean before we go to bed. II He was staring at me with 
watery eyes, silently. Crickets screeched in nearby ditches, and the 
Georgia night seemed to have undetectable temperature, a softness that 
my arm passed through to flick ashes away. White and yellow stars shown 
stronger as the darkening sky unfolded. 
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Dad said, "You didn't come down here to sleep, did you?" 
"No, I'm glad you got me up. It doesn't look like they want to playa 
game though. What do you want to do?" 
"I don't care if we do anything," he said. He got up and walked down 
the driveway then and came back again. He looked at me and let out a 
heavy breath. He walked the driveway again, this time stopping to look 
into the bed of the truck, the boat and poles, the dead fish near the tailgate. 
A wet rope hung over the back and had left a snaking line on the cement. 
Dad threw the rope into the boat. He leaned on the truck and said for me 
to come here. 
I got beside him there and he slung an arm over my shoulder, pointing 
at the sky and naming the stars. He asked me, "Do you know what that 
constellation is right there? The very small looking dipper? Actually very 
many stars there, but about six or seven showing." 
I said, ''Yes, it's Pleiades." 
"That's right," Dad said. "Seven sisters. And how did you know that? 
Did I tell you?" His arm was wrapped further around my neck and our 
heads touched. I did not know where I learned it. He was waiting for my 
answer. 
He held me like that, bent over sideways, the skin of our foreheads 
. together. The truck metal heat eased into our backs, and we stood our bare 
feet in the grass, straight-edged by the driveway. 
''Yes, you taught me that Dad. I remember you teaching me about 
this." He pulled in another deep breath and coughed a little, quietly and 
more quickly than usual. We kept looking up and pointing. We talked out 
what everything was up there, and there were thousands of stars that 
night. I named some of them for my dad, asking about other tight clusters 





I keep no pictures of you. 
No still image in my mind and 
can never flash steady clear or perfect your 
face or lips in motion with the words I let escape. 
My memory knows 
your chest, heave and freckled, muscle smooth and pumping, 
holding hits and laughing language not remembered far beyond 
releasing smoke and the ease of booze lapping home into our 
bellies. I remember, see you eight feet under 
water with the weight belt, holding for so long 
to beat my time 
down and your eyes laid shut, no squeeze 
against the pressure, peaceful sleeping on the bottom, 
I keep time and fight the panic of you not coming up, 
too long now and nothing you don't move you don't look 
real and I hate you for this worry, for these prayers I've let 
come out, for your chest standing still and the silence of this 
air. 
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Second Prize Fiction 
Cathy Silvers 
Bill Tohee 
Nothing ever changed in Washita County. By the time the 12 o'clock 
whistle blew, the smells of fried chicken and fresh sliced tomatoes were 
wafting through the windows of the peeling, wood frame houses on 
Cherokee Street. Christy felt secure in this little town that belonged to her 
grandparents and all the other people who were just like them. When the 
sun went down, they all came out to sit on the porch, and when it was 
Saturday, they got cleaned up for Sunday. 
It was the same Saturday ritual for as long as Christy had been coming 
to visit her grandparents. After dinner Mr. Corley retrieved his Bible from 
the bookshelf and sat down in the rocker with his Sunday School lesson 
while Mrs. Corley ran the bath water in the old fashioned tub. Christy was 
ten years old now, but her grandmother continued to bathe her and then 
wash and rinse her hair under the faucet. She yanked through her 
granddaughter's long, brown tangles with as little compassion as Christy's 
own mother had for her daughter's tender scalp, and then curled the ends 
of wet hair on pink sponge rollers so that on Sunday morning they would 
fall in spiraling ringlets down Christy'S back. When her hair was set in 
rollers, Mrs. Corley shooed her granddaughter outside along with a 
warning not to get dirty. 
Christy sat on the concrete step that was shaded by an over hang, and 
placing her elbows on top of her knees and her palms on each side of her 
jaw, she squinted at the glaring July sun. It was the kind of Oklahoma 
summer day that kept most of the old people inside, and even the dogs 
sought shelter under a shade bush. Christy looked out across the fried, 
yellow-brown grass, the red dirt now made visible between the dead 
blades, and thought how everything seemed to be moving in slow motion. 
Across the street, Christy noticed a tanned boy wearing blue jeans and 
no shirt or shoes scratching in the dirt with a stick. The branches of the 
giant shade tree under which the boy sat made the house behind him 
disappear. It was quiet, still, not even the tire hanging from the rope 
beneath the branches moved. 
Christy had never seen the boy before but she guessed he had moved 
there after old Mr. Talbott died. Christy hesitated only a few seconds 
before calling out across the deafening heat. "Hey, what's your name?" 
The boy didn't move. "Hey, what's your name'" she hollered across the 
street again, but the boy just kept on writng in the dirt. "00 you want to 
play?" Christy yelled. 
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This time Christy thought she saw the boy shrug his shoulders so she 
took it as a sign. As she moved across the front lawn the burnt grass 
scrunched beneath her white sandals like snow, and Christy found herself 
avoiding the green oasis-like sticker patches out of habit. When she 
crossed the narrow street the boy had still not looked up, and Christy 
could barely see his face for the straight, black hair that hung over his left 
eye. She could see the house better now. She'd never been this close before 
because old Mr. Talbott didn't like anyone coming around. Christy saw 
that the white paint had peeled away to expose the brown wood and a 
swing hanging by one rusty chain leaned lopsided against the porch. The 
garage at the side of the house was so full of junk that it spilled out onto 
the tire-track drive. An old, black, humped up, bug looking car sat on the 
grass with a tumbleweed peeking out from underneath it. 
The boy had still not looked up when Christy finally spoke. My name 
is Christy," she said, "I'm staying with my grandparents for a few weeks." 
The boy stopped writing with his stick and looked up at her. Christy 
noticed that he was about her age. He had brown eyes, long black 
eyelashes, and slightly puffy cheeks. His lips drooped down at the edges 
like a sad clown, and he held his shoulders up and his chin buried against 
his chest like an animal that is about to be whipped. 
Christy was annoyed with the silent boy. "00 you want to play or 
not?" she demanded. 
"I guess so," he muttered and shrugged at the same time, but this time 
Christy realized that it was not a shrug but a permanent part C?f his 
posture. 
"What's your name?" she asked. 
"Bill Tohee," he said. 
''What do you want to play?' 
"I don't know." 
"Do you want to play house?" Bill Tohee shook his head no. 
"Do you want to play cowboys and Indians?" Again he shook his head 
but at the same time stood up and wiped his dusty hands down the sides 
of his blue jeans. 
''We can sell flowers," he said. 
''You mean play flowers?" she asked. 
"No real flowers," he said. 
Christy had sold lemonade before, but never flowers. ''Where do you 
get them?" 
Bill Tohee looked at her for a second, he was waiting for the laughter, 
the ridicule. "Dummy Bill Tohee's going to sell flowers," they taunted. 
Before, when his brothers were home, it didn't bother him too much that 
he didn't have any friends, and even though he'd rather have his brothers 
back, he'd settle for just one friend, maybe. 
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"There's a bunch of them out back in the pasture," he told Christy. 
Since Christy's grandparents lived at the edge of town, the farmland 
extended all around them. She listened while Bill Tohee told her about the 
sunflowers, how they would use a wagon and two metal buckets because 
the flowers needed water and they were too heavy to carry around the 
neighborhood. She was skeptical about people wanting to buy sunflowers 
when they could just go out and pick them for themselves, but Bill Tohee 
said he had sold lots of them. 
Christy watched Bill Tohee pull a rusty wagon with two metal 
buckets in it from the side of the house, then she followed him to the 
shadier side where a water spigot stuck out from the concrete slab 
foundation. While Bill Tohee filled the buckets with water, Christy 
watched roly-poly bugs crawl through the moss around the spigot. It was 
coolon this side, and Christy was thinking that it would be a great place 
to play house. . 
When the buckets were full Christy followed Bill Tohee and the 
wagon through the backyard, across the red dirt alley, and out to the 
pasture. ''There's millions of them," Christy exclaimed when she saw the 
fields of yellow sunflowers. 
"Maybe just thousands," said Bill Tohee. 
Christy frowned. She didn't really mean there were millions, she just 
said it. He thinks he knows everything, she thought, and started to break 
off a flower. 
''You have to pull them up at the roots," Bill Tohee said, "or else 
they're too hard to break." 
"I know how to do it," she said. 
When the buckets were full of sunflowers Christy and Bill Tohee 
pulled the wagon back to the front of Bill Tohee's house. "We'll start on 
Kiowa Street," he said. ''There's more houses over there." 
He sure is bossy, Christy thought as she walked alongside the rattling 
wagon. The long, drooping sunflowers swayed in the buckets that sloshed 
water over into the wagon and out onto the concrete road. 
"How much are we going to sell them for?" Christy asked as she 
followed Bill Tohee down the block to Kiowa Street. 
"One penny each," he said. 
Christy noticed that Bill Tohee was still walking with his shoulders 
shrugged and that he kept his eyes on his bare feet. The concrete was 
usually so hot you had to jump on tiptoe across it in the summer. ''Do you 
have any brothers and sisters?" she asked him. 
"Used to," he said, "they're all gone now." 
Christy hoped she knew what he meant. "Don't they ever come home 
to visit?" she asked. 
"Nope." 
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Bill Tohee thought she talked too much. He liked it that she was going 
with him to sell sunflowers, but he didn't like it that she asked so many 
stupid questions. What does she care about my brothers and sisters 
anyway, he thought. He missed his brother Lonnie the most. In the old 
house they used to sleep together in the feather bed on the back porch. 
Then last winter when he was just 15, he left home. ''There ain't nothing 
around here," he told his little brother and the next day he was gone. 
'What are those pink things in your hair for?" Bill Tohee knew what 
they were but he thought he might make her feel bad. Besides, maybe 
he'd be the one to ask the questions for a change. 
It didn't bother Christy that Bill Tohee asked about her curlers. 
Everyone wore their hair in curlers on Saturday. "Because tomorrow is 
Sunday," Christy said. "Don't you go to church?" 
-"Nope," he said. 
Christy didn't think she knew anyone who didn't go to church. He 
probably didn't go because he was poor and didn't have any churc;h 
clothes, but she hadn't even realized that she thought he was poor until 
just now. 
They pulled the wagon around to the first house on Kiowa Street. It 
was a bigger house than her grandparents' and it was brick. Christy saw 
that there were zinnias and marigolds and other flowers she didn't know 
the names of lining the house. "It doesn't look like they are going to want 
any sunflowers," she told Bill Tohee, but he was already walking up the 
front steps. Christy read the name above the mailbox, O'Halloran, "That's 
the name on all the milk trucks." He was the mayor too, Christy thought, 
because she had heard her grandfather tell her grandmother, "I hate it that 
he's Irish, Agnes, but Merle O'Halloran is a crook." 
When Bill Tohee knocked on the door, Christy heard someone 
grumble inside. She could look through the screen door if she wanted to, 
and she wanted to, but her mother always told her it was not polite and 
that you might see something you weren't supposed to see. Mr. 
O'Halloran was wearing a ribbed, sleeveless t-shirt and khaki pants and he 
looked about as old as Christy'S grandfather. "I told you I don't want to 
buy any sunflowers," Mr. O'Halloran said when he saw Bill Tohee. Bill 
Tohee was still staring at his feet. Christy was ready to turn around and 
leave when Mr. O'Halloran asked her who she was. 
"I'm Christy Corley," she said, "I'm just visiting my grand-parents." 
''Tom and Agnes Corley?" Mr. O'Halloran asked. "I've known Tom 
ever since we were little boys. How much did you say tho~e sunflowers 
were?" 
"One penny each," Christy said. 'Well how about I give you a nickel?" 
Mr. O'Halloran said, ''but you can keep the sunflowers, and tell Tom and 
Agnes I said hello." 
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"A whole nickel," Christy said as she and Bill Tohee walked away, 
and she thought she'd tell her grandfather how wrong he had been about 
Mr.O'Halloran. 
Every house they went to after that, the same thing happened. First, 
they'd see Bill Tohee and tell him they didn't want any of those blankity 
blank sunflowers and then, when they got around to asking Christy who 
she was, they always bought some. 
When all the sunflowers were gone, Christy counted out the money. 
''We have three nickels and twenty-one pennies," she said, "that's thirty-
six cents, we each get eighteen cents. Do you want nickels or pennies?" she 
asked Bill Tohee. 
"Pennies," Bill Tohee said. Christy counted out- eighteen pennies for 
Bill Tohee and dropped them into his cupped hands. liDo you want to sell 
some more sunflowers tomorrow?" 
"I guess so," he said as he turned and walked towards the big shade 
tree, his palms held out in front of his brown belly, and still staring at the 
eighteen pennies. 
The next morning Christy could hardly wait for church to be over 
with so she could go sell sunflowers again. "Have you got your Bible?" her 
grandmother asked her as she walked out to the car. Christy held up the 
little black Bible clutched in her hand. She was wearing her white church 
dress trimmed in pink satin, and the can-can underneath made it stand out 
like an umbrella to protect her skinny white legs. As she was climbing into 
the back seat of Mr. Corley's'SS Ford, Christy noticed Bill Tohee sitting 
under the shade tree with the same blue jeans on as the day before. 
"Mammaw, why doesn't Bill Tohee go to church?" 
"Hmmm?" her grandmother said as they backed out of the driveway. 
She reached in her handbag and pulled out a piece of Wrigley's Spearmint 
and passed it back to Christy. "0h-honey, they're Indians," she finally 
said. 
Indians! Bill Tohee was an Indian? But he didn't wear paint and 
feathers like the ones on the Lone Ranger. No, he didn't look like an 
Indian, she thought. 
''When did you meet Bill Tohee?" her grandfather asked. 
"I met him yesterday," Christy said still thinking about how different 
Bill Tohee looked from the other Indians she knew, "we sold sunflowers 
and made thirty-six cents too. After church we're going to sell more." 
Her grandfather and grandmother looked across the front seat at each 
other. "Honey, you shouldn't be selling sunflowers to people," her 
grandmother said, "They don't really want any stinky old sunflowers, 
they're just buying them to be polite. Besides, today is Sunday, and the 
Lord said we are supposed to rest on Sunday, not go out selling flowers. II 
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"But I told Bill Tohee we'd sell them today," Christy pleaded. 
"Not today," Mr. Corley said, "today is the Lord's day." 
Christy thought about Bill Tohee all during Reverend Dye's sermon. 
What did it feel like to sit outside under the big shade tree when everyone 
else was in church? She decided it might feel good, but she also knew that 
to even think about forsaking the assembly was a sin. Her Sunday School 
teachers told her that. Christy heard Reverend Dye call for the invitation 
hymn. "Are your garments spotless, are they white as snow ... " She had 
forgotten to ask her grandmother why Indians didn't go to church. Maybe 
they didn't believe in God. Maybe ... 
After church Mrs. Corley started talking about everyone at church as 
she did every Sunday until Mr. Corley said, "Agnes, you should be 
ashamed of yourself," and then she would stop. Christy couldn't wait for 
Sunday dinner to be over so she could change her clothes and go over to 
Bill Tohee's. She hoped he wouldn't be mad when she told him she 
couldn't sell sunflowers. 
''My Mammaw and Papaw said I can't sell sunflowers today," she told 
Bill Tohee. 
"How come?" he looked up at her. 
"Because it's the Lord's day, and we're supposed to rest. Do you want 
to play something else?" . 
"Nope, I'm going to sell sunflowers," he told her. 
Christy started back across the street. "Go ahead then, see if I care." 
But she did care. She wanted to sell sunflowers too, and it wasn't fair that 
Bill Tohee got to go sell them without her. Just because his family was too 
stupid or poor to know that you don't sell flowers on the Lord's day, why 
should she be left out? She sat down on the porch step and watched while · 
Bill Tohee pulled the wagon to the back, and then brought it around to the 
front a while later with two buckets full of sunflowers. "I hate you, Bill 
Tohee," she screamed, but then she felt bad for saying it. 
Christy waited on the front step most of the day for Bill Tohee to come 
back. I bet he has a lot of money, she thought. It's just not fair. Nobody 
would have bought any of those stupid sunflowers yesterday if it hadn't 
been for me. I bet he hasn't even sold one single sunflower. She was 
making herself all angry again when she saw Bill Tohee round the comer 
pulling the wagon and two empty buckets! She was so mad but at the 
same time a little excited. I bet he made a fortune, she thought. She 
couldn't stand it any longer, and when he was just pulling the wagon 
under the big shade tree, Christy ran across the street yelling, "How much 
money did you make?" 
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Bill Tohee dropped the wagon handle in the dirt and slid one leg and 
then the other through the tire swing, his arms hung over the rubber tube, 
dangling. "Did you sell all the flowers?" Christy asked him again. "How 
much money did you make?" Bill Tohee leaned his head against the 
rubber tube. 
"I didn't sell any of them," he said looking up at her. 
''You didn't sell any? Where are the sunflowers then?" She was 
beginning to think maybe Bill Tohee thought she would ask him for some 
of the money. . 
"I gave them away," he said. 
''Y ou gave them away? You gave them away and you didn't get any 
money?" Christy looked at Bill Tohee's bowed head and at last thought 
she might understand but she really didn't. The only reason people bought 
the flowers was because of who she was and because of who Bill Tohee 
wasn't. She still didn't know why though. "Maybe nobody wants to buy 
anything on the Lord's day," she said, but she knew how stupid it 
sounded, so she reached down in her shorts pocket and pulled out three 
nickels and three pennies. She held out her hand to Bill Tohee. "Here, you 
can have my eighteen cents," she said. "I was supposed to put some of it 
in the offering today but I didn't feel like it. Here," she said as she held the 
coins in front of Bill Tohee's face. ''You take it." 
Bill Tohee stared at the coins in Christy's palm and then he looked up 
at her and smiled. ''Is tomorrow the Lord's day too?" he asked. 
"No," she said, "just plain old Monday." 
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Kimberly Whitt 
Winter on the Farm 
He walks toward the blinding white field 
in his brown dingy coveralls hoping he is 
not too late to save the new born calf. 
Together, they are the only color against the snow. 
The life he desperately tries to save becomes dollars 
in his mind as he meticulously figures his loss. 
This is the third that has died this week. 
Mother Nature has declared war, but on her own. 
He diligently walks back through the field 
disturbing the peaceful scene with the roar of machinery. 
Disposing of dead baby calves is becoming easier. 
Slowly the tractor disappears with the brown dingy coveralls, 













Ink -- Integration Against 
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John P. Stevens 
Computer Print -- Self-Portrait with Fez 
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Second Prize Poetry 




EYES flashing searchligh 
ts / strumming night's s 
cape in harsh pastels / 
then / out / back to bla 
ck again & angular muzzl 
es release the caress of 
their corrosive breaths 
as daffodil fumes billow 
past their downy ears po 




DOWN to the agora / let' 
s run you & I / for flea 
& tick mousse & doggy-br 
eath mints / through ais 
les & aisles we can dra w 
our sleds & later / bask 
on temple steps where on 
screen MTV & PIL play al 
1 the day / perhaps we'l 





WHEREFORE do scombering 
paws strike the pavement 
in time to a pulsing moo 
n of copper hanging in a 
sky sheared by the skean 
of a skein of a howl of 
a bay of a growl born fr 
om throat & jaw that sla 
vered scrubb & did not b 





Monontype -- Figure, State I 
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Samantha Griffith 
Photograph -- Body Language V 
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Rita Cameron 







High school was those days, when I kept it all 
hidden inside like a character 
in a Tennessee Williams play, 
always feeling the heat in me. 
In gym class I watched them move 
or change in the locker room, 
the boiler room right next door 
steaming and banging. 
The day I met you at summer camp 
in that old tire swing, sun beating on you, 
feeling hated, the other boys saying 
what a pussy you were 
and the next year the cool water of the lake 
as you surfaced and I grinned in recognition 
wanting to embrace you, 
wet and in our swim trunks. 
To Whitman in English class 
when someone yelled out, "He was a fag!" 
Me fuming, wanting to scream for love 
of the comrade I had found 
but holding it all in like Brick or Blanche 
only making the candle 
bum more quickly, sizzling and popping 
as it burned wax that ran down my 
chest with his simple glance. 
My solar plexus flaring with eternal heat 
the fires that Desire drive stretching out to cross the 






"Pass the pepper," someone says, and my uncle 
snaps the picture-finally. 
We wait a long time, smiling, forever frozen 
in the same pose 
until someone decides that 
they have waited long enough. 
Then it starts, 
and, at birthday parties, 
we fight while the icing 
melts right along with the candle wax. 
We usually end up eating it anyway. 
"Pass the pepper," someone says again, 
louder this time, 
so that everyone can hear. 
The snap of another picture taken for the album. 
I think my mouth was open, 
showing my food, and Dad isn't even in the picture 
because he's too busy watching TV. 
No one is passing the pepper. 
Someone gets the dog for the next picture 
and his tail is in my food. 
Oh well, better than last time 
when his foot was in it 
and no one noticed because 
they were too busy yelling at my brother. 
All I can do is hope that 
he doesn't get overly excited 
and pee. 
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Uncle Gee breaks out the party hats 
even though the cake's not lit yet, 
somehow forgetting that supper's still on the table. 
There's a birthday party in Eastern Kentucky tonight 
and nothin's worth it unless the neighbors hear. 
And that they do when someone finally screams, 
"WILL YA PASS THE PEPPER?!!" 
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Highest Honorable Mention 
Marta Tomes 
Kinetic Theory 
A line of velvet brown 
has drawn itself up 
the edge of the cabinet above 
the refrigerator too 
high for me to use and in 
the ceiling corners translucent 
abstracts arrange 
and rearrange slightly 
as the door opens. Airy 
tattings crown the gathers 
of the blue curtains. 
My daughter speaks of my 
corruption as an old Calvinist 
father might admonish 
cleanliness next to godliness. 
And I say let the corners 
switch themselves about 
diagonally-perhaps 
a perpendicular rotation. 
I tell her how my mother armed 
with a mop and rags and Lysol 
policed the corners 
and purged the scuffed linoleum 
how when she finished sat 
in a chair by the kitchen window 




On television the newsman talks 
while half-naked men stand behind 
barbed wire fences in Serajevo 
looking out of eyes grown large with time; 
cheekbones and ribs hold their skin taut 
against the inner gravity. 
I see my father among them. 
His yellowed wool blanket lies 
in an old, green foot locker beneath 
his ,coffin flag and three cartridges 
spent on his last salute. He wore 
the blanket around his ninety pounds 
when he came back from Bataan, 
around his hatchet wound, 
around the others less noticeable. 
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Marta Tomes 
The Apartment House 
Miss Hall told her sister Lou that the Hancock woman upstairs was 
just going through the change, she figured. She had a good job at the 
hospital and that daughter of hers was a little angel, just a living angel, so 
that's what it had to be. Lou she said, we'll just have to tolerate her oddness 
till it's over since we're women, too, and we remember the change. Lou 
said, of course your right, absolutely right, as she stored the last piece of 
lemon chiffon pie in the Frigidaire. 
The sisters lived on the first floor of the house in number one, the 
largest apa,rtment. They were landladies. They liked to think of their 
tenants as all part of one big family. Everybody looks after everybody else, 
Miss Hall liked to say. That boy Joe down the hall in number two is 
working out beautifully, she would say. When one considers he's fresh 
from the Army, that is. And clean, too; such clean nails. Lou, she'd say, I'm 
almost certain those shirts of his are done up down at the cleaners. He 
reminds me of Brother, Lou, when he came home from France. Yes, yes, 
Lou would remember, Brother had been very careful about his shirts then. 
They hoped the noise from Joe's motorcycle wouldn't be too bothersome 
now that the weather was coming nice and the windows would be open. 
The big old house required a certain amount of closeness between the 
people who lived there. After all, it was an old house built for family 
living, not a modern apartment building. There was one entry, and 
everyone used it. There was one mailbox, too, down at the highway. 
Everyday Miss Hall brought in the mail and sorted it. Then she put it into 
the four little black mailboxes mounted in a row in the downstairs hall. 
Lou, she would say waving a pastel envelope, I think Joe left a girl back in 
California. There's other mail from California too that puzzles me, Lou; no 
return address, but that's not my concern. 
The landladies were very considerate of their tenants. When anyone 
needed to use the phone they were always welcome to come in and use 
theirs-local calls only. 
Harvey and Stella Epps lived upstairs in four with three-year- old 
Dougie Epps who had come there straight from Taylor Memorial when he 
was five days old. The landladies took a special interest in Dougie. It was, 
Stella, rub his gums with paregoric when he was teething. And Stella keep 
his feet covered tight or he'll be colicky. Make sure to put the chain guard 
up on the door Stella so he can't fall on the steps when he learned to walk. 
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They thought how lucky Stella was to have them there to help her with 
Dougie. When he learned to say Mess Hall and Noo, they were convinced 
that he was just the smartest baby ever. Noo always kept molasses cookies 
and safety suckers on hand just for little Dougie. They had brought down 
their Jenny Lind bed from the storage room and set it up in a corner of the 
livingroom for him to nap on when Stella needed them to watch him 
sometimes. 
How nice it was they thought to have someone like Stella who needed 
them so much. Stella and Harvey were such good young people, easy to 
be nice to. They never took things the wrong way. But Mess Hall told Noo 
that they had to be careful what they said to that Roberta Hancock. She 
had such queer ways about her. But then she hadn't grown up there, and 
Mess Hall figured that people who had lived in the city were just more 
cautious about things. Have you noticed how Roberta locks her car when 
she gets out of it, she'd ask Noo. But there's no harm in her. And her 
daughter's just as sweet as they corne. Yes, Marty's real friendly. Dougie's 
fond of her, and you know that children and dogs are always the best 
judge of people, and Noo couldn't have agreed more. 
Upstairs in five Roberta Hancock lathered saddle soap into her nurse's 
oxfords to erase the scuffs and to heal the scratches. She wiped them with 
an old kitchen towel and mixed another glass of vodka and orange juice. 
She "applied generously" from a new bottle of Sani-White with the pom-
pom tipped applicator until the shoes were thoroughly covered. The 
beetle. Her yellow beetle. That damn yellow beetle. Might just as well have 
hung a flashing neon sign. That boy downstairs knew alright. She shook a 
can of Cashmere Bouquet talc onto the toes of the shoes and buffed them 
till they shined. 
Head nurse on the day shift must set an example for the rest of them. 
Must be above the fray. Must tend to details. Must keep the little 
indiscretions to herself. Late night D&C's in Dr. Crager's office. Little 
doctor / nurse liaisons. Slip-ups in surgery. She was good at secrets. That 
was important. Mostly doctors help their patients-nurses too. When they 
make a mistake it's an accident, human error. She reminded herself. 
What had happened that morning was no one's fault, either. She had 
seen the German shepherd bound from the darkness into the path of her 
headlights and had stomped the brake. But Center Street was wet and the 
car did not stop. She missed the dog but hit the man who was chasing after 
it. She hit him hard. He was thrown over the right fender. When she had 
finally stopped the car, she ran to the curb where he was lying very still. 
She felt his neck for a pulse. She had put her face against his chest, but 
there was nothing. She had held still there on the warmth of his chest 
waiting for something. The man smelled like Old Spice. There was no 
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movement, nothing. She raised up and saw the blood begin to ooze from 
his nostrils. She saw how the left side of his head was caved in. He had 
landed against the fire hydrant. 
She sat beside him hugging herself, rocking. What had she done? 
How could this have happened? She was a careful driver. She had always 
been careful. The streetlight cast enough light on the man that she could 
see he was not a young man, in his late fifties perhaps. His dark overcoat, 
unbuttoned and fallen open, showed the light blue sweater that smelled so 
sweet to her--like someone's father, or grandfather. She leaned the palm of 
her hand on his chest again hoping it would move. It did not. 
Manslaughter. The word blared like a siren in her head. She jumped to 
her feet as if launched by the great surge of air into her lungs. A lone 
headlight moved closer and closer to her and stopped across the street. 
The rider looked toward her, readjusted his helmet, and drove away. She 
had to go; she would be late. She felt her face, her mouth, down her neck 
and arms erupt with a thousand pin pricks. Go to the hospital. They would 
be working shorthanded today. They needed her at the hospital. 
Everyone at Taylor Memorial had attributed her mood that day to her 
spending Thanksgiving without Marty. Roberta was always uneasy about 
her daughter's visits with her dad. Floyd lived in Louisville, and Marty 
had a good time when she went with him, but Roberta always had the 
feeling that she was turning two sixteen-year-olds loose for a weekend on 
the town. Floyd had never grown up. He could still pass for a twenty year 
old, almost. When he picked Marty up last June for their two-week 
vacation, they spent the first day driving around Danville in his new red 
convertible before driving on to Daytona. They stopped at the Circle 0 
Drive-In for cheese burgers, and Marty introduced him as her new 
boyfriend. They had a wonderful time. Marty came home from Florida 
with a closet full of new clothes, a transistor radio, and a diamond ring. 
Every pretty girl should have a diamond ring, he'd told her. Floyd had had 
a couple of good days at the track, and he was not stingy. No one had ever 
called him stingy. 
Roberta had always been the steady one. Marty could always depend 
on her, and she had to keep it that way. She pushed a stepstool over to the 
pantry and reached her hand into an old stone crock on the top shelf where 
she kept a little cash on hand for emergencies. She pulled out three ten 
dollar bills. She tucked them into an envelope along with a five and a 
couple of ones from her wallet. 
Marty climbed over the boxes and bundles making her way to the 
stained glass window. She plopped down in the old swivel rocker, kicked 
off her red flats and worked her ankles in a circle, crunching and 
uncrunching her toes. Below, in the drive an engine started. Joe Spangler 
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was going out. Marty recognized the noise of his motorcycle and reared 
up from the chair to look out the window. His headlight smeared the 
amber and green and purple stained glass, then disappeared. 
The storage room was her hideout, a place to go to get away from her 
mother. She was spending a lot of time there lately. Marty had hidden her 
trashy magazines under the seat of the old rocker. She could go in there 
and read True Ro!Wnce and True Story. She would read about the 
preacher's wife who's having an affair with the organist and feels guilty, 
but, since neither one can help themselves, they keep sleeping together, 
yet pray for the day when they will finally be caught because they are 
sinners. Sometimes she read about the wild times in the linen closets of 
hospitals between the young interns and the middle-aged nurse who 
satisfies them all as her contribution to the greater health and well being 
of the doctors, resulting, of course, in better care for their patients. The 
stories made her wonder what went on at her mother's hospital, but from 
the mood her mother had kept lately, she figured nothing so exciting as 
she had been reading about. 
Joe had given her a ride home from town today when her mom 
worked overtime at the hospital. She had walked uptown with her friends 
. after school. She was supposed to meet her mom at four thirty in front of 
Darnell's Rexall. At five, Joe came clicking around the corner in his big 
black boots and smiled at her. "Hey, Peaches, what are you up to?" She 
told him she was waiting for her mother. "I think she's forgotten she was 
supposed to pick me up." Joe went into the store to buy a pack of Lucky 
Strikes, and Marty watched the sky. It looked like rain. When he came out 
of Darnell's, Marty was still there. "Come on, Peaches. You'll get wet if you 
stick around here much longer." So Marty followed him. When they got to 
his bike, she reached between her legs and took hold of the back hem of 
her wide skirt, pulled it up and tucked it into her waistband snug beneath 
her belt buckle, then climbed on behind him. Mess Hall's house was only 
four miles from town, but they hadn't got out of town before it began to 
rain. Joe pulled into the Circle 0, and they ran inside. It rained for a while, 
and Joe bought some cheeseburgers and onion rings, and they listened to 
the jukebox till the rain stopped. It was like hanging out with Floyd. She 
called her dad Floyd. He didn't like her to call him Dad. It was hard on his 
image, he said. 
Joe had made her put on his jacket when he saw her shivering. She'd 
zipped it up to the top. When she tilted her head forward, her face lay 
against the damp napped collar. It was fusty and sweet. She had never 
smelled anything like it. This was better than hanging out with Floyd. But 
her mom had flipped out when she saw them drive up. 
"You stay away from that motorcycle. You want to get killed? You 
stay away from that Joe fellow, too. Do you understand me?" She had 
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gone by Darnell's a little past five-thirty and figured that one of the other 
mothers had given Marty a lift. When she got home and Marty wasn't 
there, she assumed that she was at one of her friends' house and would be 
on home. 
Marty hadn't understood what all the fuss was about. Joe wasn't a 
stranger; he lived downstairs. God, her mom was touchy lately. Working 
too much overtime. If she wanted to worry about protecting Marty's 
honor, she should worry about those boys she went to school with, all 
crotch and hands. Joe treated her nice. Sometimes he would sit on the 
stairs and talk to her, tell her about California. Tell her about driving 
across the country back to Kentucky. Tell her about some of the strange 
mail he got. Her mom was all wrong about Joe. 
Joe grabbed his bomber jacket from the hook on his way out of the 
apartment. As he walked past the stairway, he caught sight of a pair of 
white-stockinged legs coming down the stairs. They stopped then 
retreated from view. He ought to say something to that woman. He should 
apologize or something. He had heard her yell at Marty last night. Joe 
wondered if he might have reacted the same way if Marty had been his 
daughter. 
He had barely even spoken to the woman. They'd started off on the 
wrong foot, he figured. He must have done something, but for the life of 
Pete, he couldn't remember what. She had acted like she was looking at a 
dead man that first time he pulled up and parked beside her VW. Every 
time after that, she had thrown him a stony look and then hurried off. He 
had tried smiling. Nodding. Waving. To hell with her. Marty was a good 
kid. Personality had managed to skip a generation in her family. 
Joe noticed the lid on his mailbox was propped open. Another plain 
envelope. It had been three weeks since the last one. Inside he found 
thirty-seven dollars and a note: /II get the message./I 
Joe crammed the envelope into his jeans pocket and went off to his job 
at the Sylvania Plant where he plugged vacuum tubes into the backs of 
television sets. 
Mess Hall dropped the corner of the curtain and told Noo that maybe 
they should have Joe park his motorcycle over by the shed so he wouldn't 
wake Dougie up when he left so early. Noo told her sister that she thought 
that was a good idea. 
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Gwendolyn Gray 
Inside the Clinic 
You couldn't tell who was and who wasn't, but I tried. 
They were not all one age, and scared. 
They all snoozed on orange vinyl chairs, 
like cattle lazing about in a summer field. 
Each of them with their own story, their own life. 
But together like this, inside, their decision 
makes them one. My decision to be here makes me 
one of them. I am no different, although I've only 
come in support. From outside, I look just like 
these women, too much the same to tell I wasn't 
faced with their decision. They were quiet and tried 
not to look at each other, passing judgement on 
everyone but themselves. I did not belong, 
being judged, but there I was, anyway. 
After the procedure, they sat in Lazy Boys, drinking 
coke and eating cookies, like they had just 
given blood. Lisa was hungry more than anything else, 
and noticed how different each of them were once it was done. 
In the waiting room, there was a constant flow 
of women coming in. The chairs were all taken and I 
tried to uncover each woman's story by 
the way she was sitting, or slouching. 
Lisa said how fast it was over, 
and after six hours, it did seem fast at 
the end. We ate lunch at a whole foods deli 





came as an image in echoes 
Her arms open wide to catch 
love, or was it giving it wide. 
Intuition guiding the 
action-teaching her as 
it led her to a friction 
in the empathetic touch. 
That's when a question 
goes to her eyes. 
As when the cool solidity 
her father gave melted 
under a disputing sun. 
I watched her self-assuredness 
slip, drip from her plated face. 
Turning to love I make 
from an unconditional recipe 
she fears it may slip away 
cake rises in the heat, I say. 
She looks at me 
eyes saying what words 
have taught me not to say. 
Before the needing. 
Needs growing as flesh 
dying as flesh. 
I try to answer my daughter 
knowing she is closer 
to the solution. 




Poised and positioned, 
in row after row, they 
watch silently, ready to 
defend our history of humility 
and greatness; to attest 
to both our victories and losses; 
to command our sorrow and 
pride that binds a society 
dedicated to freedom, and 
democracy, each white stone 
salutes powerfully, humbly, 
in a field of honor, in a 
field of statues, demanding 
our attention, demanding we 
forge the impossible 
peace from the gallant 
and noble sacrifices so that 
they rest in death justified 
in life; the stones stand in 
formation, an army of citizen 
soldiers who no longer march, 
but still fight, forcing us 
to pursue the elusive, and 
attain the so far unattainable 




Days ago when I was young 
wars were fought with water 
balloons and school was taught 
on backyard patios as we 
each took turns as the teacher. 
Imagination was our only 
boundary and no matter how 
serious the conflict; 
difficult the subject; 
or where our minds wandered 
we were home in seconds, as 
soon as the darkness fell-to 
a warm meal and the much 
hated bath. Dreams filled 
our hearts of growing up 
and those adult privileges 
but little did we know 
that we were living a 
backyard paradise 




The hot, muggy August air was proving enough to keep most of the 
neighborhood indoors. Callie James stood at her back window watching 
the twins playing in the yard. Their clothes and hair humidly sticking to 
their small tanned bodies didn't seem to bother them a bit. Their only 
concern seemed to be the mud cakes and water pudding they served each 
other from frequent trips to the turtle shaped wading pool. 
Jack was on the road this summer, selling a new district, mapping out 
new territory. Two weekends he'd been home, but there just hadn't been 
time for yard work. It was one of the things Jack had always done, 
insisting that there was no need for her to get hot and sweaty doing men's 
work. 
Dave Stewart lived next door to Callie. He mowed his yard every 
Thursday evening after he came home. He would mow the front yard 
shirtless in his cutoff sweat pants, stopping midway to drink a beer and 
hose off the loose grass cuttings and the sweat of his labor. 
Callie sometimes watched him from the front room window. Watched 
the water run down his chest and his back and into his cutoffs, watching 
until they were completely soaked and plastered against him. Then when 
he returned to his work, she would call the kids in from the back yard for 
their baths. 
Every week this summer Dave had been mowing the front yard for 
her without having to ask him. She'd only asked him once intending to 
find some neighbor's son to mow it after that. Now Dave just mowed to 
the edge of his yard, and then straight across through the beautiful thick 
St. Augustine Jack had planted. With the money she'd saved, she'd bought 
beer for Dave and stored it in the utility room next to the laundry 
detergent. Every Thursday morning, she'd put one in the refrigerator to 
wait for the evening. 
Even in daylight savings time, it was usually dark by the time Dave 
finished. Julie and Adam were tucked in bed and asleep. Callie would 
carry the beer out to the front porch. They'd sit in the fading daylight while 
he drank it. Up and down the street, other neighbors would also be sitting 
out in the cooler evening air. 
The first week, they talked about the neighborhood and the houses. 
Then they talked about Dave's work and how he had gone straight to 
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Hinsberg's in Madison right after college, only to be transferred here to 
Evansville six months later. The price, he said, of being too eager. He told 
her that he supposed he was doing well, but sometimes he wasn't sure. 
Callie thought Dave was very shrewd for a young man, to invest his 
money on a house he could resell, rather than choosing to lease a condo in 
one of those developments specially built for singles. Dave seemed 
surprisingly settled for his age. Though she didn't know how old exactly, 
it was pretty obvious that he was younger than she was. Dave would 
probably have told her if she'd wanted to ask, but she never did because it 
didn't make any difference to anything. 
What she had first noticed about him, was that Dave drove a red 
mustang convertible mostly with the top down, and wearing dark 
sunglasses. Even before she'd met him, she'd secretly admired his car, 
thinking of what it would be like to drive it. To drive it just like he drove 
it, the top down of course, and her hair blowing back in the breeze. Callie 
excused the fantasy as a reasonable sin for her; a woman who drove a grey 
Cavalier with two car seats in the back, and toys in the floorbo"ard. 
Dave was easy to talk to. Later, after they'd gotten to know each other, 
she'd eventually confessed to Dave. Dave had laughed so hard and so 
loudly she'd thought he'd been drunk that evening. But afterwards he had 
told her that she was the most honest woman he'd ever met. She hadn't 
been sure if it had been an insult or a compliment. 
On this particular evening, after the mowing, Dave asked about Jack. 
So she told him about the promotion, and about Jack wanting to be the top 
district salesman within the year. The money was getting better, except 
that Jack needed most of it to cover his traveling, but that Jack had said 
that after he'd been out another six months or so, then they would be doing 
really well. 
"I guess it's tough having to take care of everything while Jack's gone." 
"It's not so bad really. Except for the yard, that is. I'm not very good 
about keeping it up. Jack always said it was men's work and he did it 
himself." 
"Men's work? Just plain old hard work, I'd say. Of course, 1 don't mind 
it, but 1 reward myself so that 1 have some incentive to keep doing it." 
Dave held up his beer and smiled. Callie smiled, too. 
"Did you ever want to learn to do it?" Dave asked, leaning back on the 
porch post, waiting for her to answer. 
"I can't even start a mower." Callie looked down at her bare feet, 
wiggling her toes against a wooden porch plank. 
"I'll teach you. If you want to learn." 
Callie looked up to see Dave contemplating her face as he drained the . 
last of his beer. He handed her the empty bottle. She was suddenly 
nervous and unsure. What if she couldn't learn it? What if she wasn't 
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strong enough, or if she hurt herself? She'd look like a thirty year old fool. 
Besides, who'd watch the kids? 
"Julie and Adam are usually asleep by the time I get around to your 
yard." 
Dave shrugged at her surprise. Had he read her mind? Had she 
spoken out loud? 
''What if I can't do it?" 
"Do it?! of course you can do it. That's silly. You can mow a little each 
week until you get used to pushing the weight of the mower. Whatever 
you can't do, I'll finish. OK?" 
Dave was watching her intently. Callie couldn't think how to answer. 
Reluctantly, she nodded her head, wishing she could think of a way to 
take it back. 
"Be sure to wear old clothes and tennis shoes." He pointed at her bare 
feet. She curled her toes against the wood beneath them. Dave grinned as 
he got up. Waving, he walked back over to his house. 
The following Thursday Callie had the kids tucked in bed before Dave 
had made two passes around his yard. She had purposely shortened their 
nap so they'd go to sleep quickly and was relieved that it worked. In her 
. bedroom, she looked at herself in the mirror, wearing a pair of Jack's 
jogging shorts over an old bathing suit. What was she so worried about, 
she wondered? Instead of being nervous, she should be grateful that Dave 
offered to teach her. She pressed a hand to her stomach to stop the 
fluttering. 
When she walked off the porch, Dave raised his hand and waved, 
holding up two fingers. She nodded that she understood. The silent 
communication of friends who know each other well enough. She 
returned to sit on the porch step where Dave usually sat until he finally 
stopped the mower in front of her. Up close, the thing looked much bigger 
than when Dave was pushing it across the yard. 
He seemed even more sweaty and breathless than usual, not 
surprising considering he'd finished his yard without his usual break. His 
body was littered with short green clippings, most of which clung to the 
hairs on his legs. He reached out a hand and Callie reluctantly let him drag 
her to her feet. 
"Ok. First thing you have to know is how to start the mower." Dave 
patted the handle, "This one's pretty easy. The only tricky part is that you 
have to hold this bar to the handle to get it going. It's an automatic shutoff, 
so if you let go, the mower stops." 
"See?" he demonstrated. "Now I hate that, so after I get it going, I slide 
this clamp over like this to hold it in place so I don't have to fool with 
restarting every time I let go." He once again demonstrated how to hold 
the bar to the handle and slide the clamp to the center of the bar. 
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"Now the next step is to set the choke." Dave moved a level on the 
handle into a middle position. "Then you pull this cord down here by the 
starter handle. Pull it as hard and as fast as you can." 
The mower roared into life as he pulled, startling Callie into jumping 
back. Dave released the handle and it died. 
"Now you try it," he said. 
He physically placed her hand on the handle of the mower with his on 
top of it. He squeezed both their hands closed around the bar and the 
handle. 
"See how that works." 
Callie swallowed and nodded. Dave set the choke lever. 
"Now hold the bar tight and pull the starter handle." 
Callie reached to do as he asked. The starter handle slid across her 
hand and through wet fingers. Callie wiped her sweaty palm against her 
shorts and tried again. 
She pulled, but it was harder than it looked when Dave did it. 
No wonder Jack had called it men's work. Dave continued to watch 
her progress intently, nodding and motioning for her to keep trying. She 
grabbed the handle and took a deep breath. 
"Pull it as hard as you can, Callie. You're strong enough. Come on ... 
pull harder." 
Callie glared at him. Angry at him for making her do this. Angry that 
he thought he knew when he didn't know anything about her. She gave a 
hard yank, but the handle slipped through her hands again. 
"If you'd shut up and give me a minute, I might be able do this!" she 
yelled at him, barely stopping herself from stomping her foot as well. 
Dave just laughed. His laughter was even worse than his snickering 
criticism of her efforts. Fully furious now with both herself and him, she 
yanked on the handle with all her might. She told herself to pretend it was 
Dave's head. The mower engine started, unnerving her again. She almost 
let go of the handle. Dave quickly put his hand over hers to hold it in 
place, reaching across her body to slide the clamp up onto the handle bar. 
Despite her efforts not to, Callie couldn't stop herself from taking just 
one deep, shaky breath. He smelled like sweat and grass and yard dirt. She 
wondered if she smelled like that, too. He stepped away from the mower 
and her, bowing with his arm extended towards her yard. Dave grinned 
at her frustration. 
She pushed on the mower, barely budging it a few inches, surprised 
that it was so heavy. Dave's laughter carried above the sound of the 
mower. Grumbling obscenities that only the machine could hear, she 
pushed the mower forward a foot or so, then drew it back as she had seen 
Dave do. Then she pushed again, this time a little harder. Each time 
she pushed, the mower moved a bit farther, but not much easier. Mowing 
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was a lot harder than it looked. 
Half way around the yard, sweat was running in streams down her 
face and down her back. Every once in a while she'd reach behind her to 
pull her wet suit away from her skin. She was definitely going to find 
someone willing to do this for her. She'd get them to mow on Wednesday, 
so Dave wouldn't have to do it. 
She didn't hear him call her name above the sound of the mower, but 
he stopped her, putting his hand on her shoulder. He patted her sweaty 
back, saying he'd push a while. But even after Dave took over, she could 
still feel the mower's vibrations travelling up and down her arms and 
through her hands. 
She walked over to the front porch step and sat down. She was 
bone tired and incredibly thirsty. Remembering the beers, she went into 
the house and returned with both bottles. She'd never drank much since 
high school, but today having a cold beer seemed exactly the right thing to 
do. She sat on the step leaning back against the post Dave usually leaned 
on. She sat drinking the beer and waiting for Dave to tell her to start again. 
But he didn't. In about five minutes, the rest of the yard was done. He cut 
the engine. 
It must have been the effects of the beer, that made his walk towards 
her seem so fascinating. She smiled at the sweat and the dirt and the grass 
all over him. He didn't say a word, just walked up and snatched her beer 
away, tilting his head back and draining the last one-third of the contents. 
"Hey! Just for that, I'm drinking yours." Callie brandished the fresh 
full beer in the air like a prize. 
"I thought you were taking advantage of me. Making me finish the 
job, then heartlessly drinking my beer." Dave's eyes moved from the beer 
to her legs covered with grass shavings as much as his own. He shook his 
head tsk tsking her, clicking his tongue against his teeth, "Y ou 're filthy and 
I did all the work." 
"Huh. I beg your pardon, but I almost made it around one full pass. I 
think that's pretty good for the first time. And I must have worked just as 
hard as you, since I'm just as dirty." 
Dave almost choked on a swallow of beer. 
''Yeah, right. How far did you get around the yard before deciding to 
hire someone to mow next week?" 
She blinked and stared at him. He wouldn't out think her this time. 
She started to hand him the rest of the second beer, but instead snatched it 
back. 
''You have just insulted me, Dave Stewart. I'll have you know, that 
thought never crossed my mind." 
Dave snorted, ''Yeah, right," grabbing the other beer away from her, 
''You don't deserve this." 
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He sat down on the same step she was sitting on, facing her across the 
small space between them, drinking the beer he'd taken. 
Callie laughed as Dave shook his head. She was gritty and tired. Her 
hands and arms were sore, but she couldn't remember the last time she'd 
had so much fun. Or felt so good, even though her aching muscles were 
warning her she'd have to pay. 
It was almost completely dark. Street lamps in front of their houses 
reflected wet sparkles of the evening dew on both lawns. The quiet, grass 
scented air was exceptionally hot and humid, not as cool as it usually was 
on Thursdays. No one in the neighborhood seemed to be out in the heat, 
but them. 
"Come on," Dave got up and pulled Callie up with him, "1 can't stand 
to be this hot." 
She groaned at the effort to stand, her muscles were already 
protesting. Dave laughed at her groaning, leading her away from her yard 
towards the garden hose in front of his house. . 
Turning on the water, he held the hose high over his head letting the 
water run over his hair and drip down his body. Callie enviously watched 
the water flowing freely over him. After a few moments, he shook the 
water off his face and his hair, sprinkling her in the process. 
Dave held the hose out to her, she just smiled, shaking her head no. 
Suddenly, he grabbed her by one arm and held the hose over head. The 
cool wetness made her hiss his name and shiver despite the August heat. 
Finally, he let go of her and turned off the hose. 
Dave watched her blink drops of water from her eyes. Her clothes 
were as drenched as his. He stared at her very intensely before finally 
smiling. 
"You know, it's not fair Callie to make a man do all the work. I'm glad 
you're finally learning." Dave grinned at his joke, waiting for her to 
answer. 
"1 guess you're going to make me mow again next week, huh?" Her 
voice came out quivering from the coolness of the water. 
Dave raised his eyebrows. "Of course." 
Callie could see the whiteness of his teeth as he smiled through the 
darkness. Taking just one step, he closed the small distance between them. 
Callie stood still as a statue, a frozen shadow, never moving all the while 
Dave gradually pressed his body against her own. 
Callie was almost too weary to appreciate the soothing, gentle glide of 
Dave's lips on hers, and the touch of his tongue against ~er teeth. Still she 
raised her tired, sore arms putting them around his waist, and pulled him 
closer. 
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